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How to Make Love Like a Porn Star, the mega-bestselling memoir, triumphant survival story, and

cautionary tale that spent over six weeks on the New York Times bestseller list and rocketed adult

film icon Jenna Jameson into the mainstream spotlight, is now in paperback and ebook for the very

first time. Her unforgettable memoir, written with master storyteller Neil Strauss, is many things at

once: a shocking sexual history; an insider's guide to the secret workings of the billion-dollar

adult-film industry; and a gripping thriller that probes deep into Jameson's dark past. With

never-before-seen photographs from Jenna's private collection, exclusive photos taken for this

book, and original cartoon strips, this memoir is an unparalleled exploration of sexual freedom.In the

underbelly of Las Vegas, a cesspool of warring biker gangs and seedy strip clubs, gawky,

brace-faced Jenna Massoli was transformed into the bombshell Jenna Jameson. Today, Jenna is

the biggest star in the history of adult movies, consistently ranked as one of the most beautiful

women alive. But behind the glamour and the meteoric rise to fame was a path paved with tragedy

and heartbreak. As a teenagerâ€”drawn into a dark and chaotic world where rape, abuse, and

murder were commonplaceâ€”Jenna began her rapid downward spiral of addiction and degradation .

. . while at the same time becoming the porn world's biggest crossover success story.
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Most people, I suspect, when they spy the title of Jenna Jameson's "How To Make Love Like A

Porn Star" rarely see the next line of the title ":A Cautionary Tale". The glitz, the glamour, the

women and men, and the sex are what they think porn is all about. The tawdry, abusive, dirty and

sad side of life is the real world of porn.Jenna Jameson aka Jenna Massoli was born in Las Vegas.

Her mother was a Vegas showgirl and died a very painful death from cancer when Jenna was a

small child. Her father never really recovered from his wife's death. He became a policeman and

essentially left Jenna and her brother Jack to grow up by themselves. He was absent from much of

their lives. They moved frequently and Jenna had a hectic life. Never really making friends and

never having a loving relationship. In one small town in Montana she was gang raped and left for

dead. Jenna reacted violently and injured a girl who had been abusive to her. The family left town -

the same way they reacted with all problems; fleeing and never facing the problem head-on. Jenna

drifted into one bad relationship after another and learned to make money with her body. At first she

danced in a strip club and moved on to stripping and then on to porn stills and then porn

movies.Much of this book is about Jenna and her life in the porn business. She is quite open about

the drugs and alcohol and life she led. In order to maintain a semblance of life she had affairs with

men and women she worked with. She tells us of her life and that of other female and male porn

stars. At times she tries to glamorize the business by talking of the money, the clothes, the

make-up, the travel, and all the people she met.

Jenna Jameson pours out her heart and soul in this autobiography that gives us a detailed and

colorful account of her exciting life and career. I was aware of who she was from the time I saw her

in a porn movie many years ago. There was something so sensual about the way she performs for

the camera. If I could use the word grace about something related to porn, in my mind Jenna

Jameson is the most graceful porn diva out there.To be honest I was enticed about the title and the

cover when I bought the book. The book is very thick, but don't be afraid, as over a third of its

content is comprised of pictures and collages of beautiful Jenna. However, I found it hard to read in

the subway as the revealing pictures got a lot of attention by other commuters. The fix to this

problem was to start carrying a white sheet of paper that would cover the pictures while I would read

the text.Jenna's life is exciting, sad, dramatic, abusive, humorous, and extravagant all at the same



time, and she does an excellent job at opening her heart to the public. She takes the reader on a

journey that starts with a naughty little girl that plays with Barbies and also has a certain tomboy

side to her, and finishes with a giant porn diva that sits at the top of thirty six billion dollars a year

industry. This journey is full of ups and downs, which Jenna manages to turn into constant learning

and self-exploration. She is very generous at sharing these learning experiences in the shapes of

Jenna philosophies about family, love, relationships, sex, drugs, or all kinds of other dependencies.

And as nobody in a healthy state of mind should take these philosophies at face value, they are

nevertheless entertaining and will give you some interesting perspectives on all these well-debated

issues.

A previous reviewer called this book self-serving, boring, and alleges that a school report is more

interesting than Jenna's memoir. The reviewer also alleges that the author is less than intelligent. All

I have to ask is this: did you even open the book, much less read it? Most likely, I'd guess the

answer is 'no' and the reviewer's ragging on the book only because it's written by a pornstar.The

book is hardly boring. Its prologue begins with Jenna stumbling across her best friend--the stripper

who showed her the ropes of stripping--hanging dead from a noose in her bathroom. That prologue

sets the tone for the entire rest of the book, and each of her anecdotes and stories maintain quick

pacing.You follow her through her life as she recalls being sexually assaulted twice before she ever

turned eighteen. You follow her tale, which is one of a very scarred, injured, and wounded individual

getting carried away by the momentum of trauma which leads to an unhealthy lifestyle. She shares

her stories of her dependency on men and drugs, both of which contribute to make her life worse

and worse. It's a story about a woman coming through the other side. She also very

straight-forwardly tells about the not-so-bright choices she's made, sometimes one after another,

which, I feel, is hardly self-serving. She's no saint and she doesn't try to be.For the record, I'm

female and I enjoyed the book. I actually think women may enjoy this book more than men, because

it's a very personal story about another woman's life. She centers her story around her life, not just

porn, so I really do see women being able to relate more to her troubles.
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